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WHAT WE DO

BIM/GIS SMART CITY TOOLS INDUSTRY 4.0

CiTD is in continuous evolution in the development of technological tools and innovative
solutions to increase the valueof theengineering services provided toour clients andalso to increase
our commitment to the environment.

CiTD is a leader in the Digital Transformation sectorwithmore
than 20 years of experience in themarketplace. Our solutions cover
the whole project lifecycle, from preliminary consulting to detail
design,operation, andmaintenanceof civil infrastructureand industrial
facilities.

The importance of Digitalization in the current
industrial environment is clear. Companies need to look at
Projects in a much different way to what they have done in
the past.

Access to robust digital models allows them to
manage design, construction, and operation issues in a
more effective way. The number of advantages justifies by
far the investment in this type of Project approach.

Our Vision is that modern Engineering
DesignwillbedrivenbyArtificial Intelligence
(AI) and Internet of Things (IOT).

OurMission is to contribute throughour
passion and experience to the success of
our clients' projects in terms of time and
qualityandtoreachoperationalexcellence
by lowering overall costs and creating
competitive advantages for them.

Our team is formed by Aeronautical and Mechanical
Engineers, Architects, Computer and Facility Experts, and
Industrial Designers with a large experience in
infrastructure, industrial facilities, and digitalization
projects in the aerospace sector. CiTD is your partner

of choice for Digital
Transformation

We have experience executing
the different phases of BIM/GIS
Projects supported by cutting
edgetechnology.

We mainly work in BIM
environments and use Agile
methodologies.

We help our clients to make
better decisions through
the development and
implementation of new
technologies.

Our intelligent tools improve
quality of life in the cities
and reduce operation cost
and environmental impact.

SmartFactory solutionsasdigital
twins and virtual simulations of
physical assets that allow our
clients to optimize their design,
manufacturing, and operation
& maintenance processes and
also increase safety and
reliability.

In CiTD we are flexible, efficient, and open to constant
change. Our internal organization and partnerships with
third parties allow us to deliver well-planned, on-time, and
on-budget solutions to our clients.
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